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or Willem, buzz marketing – which encompasses anything
from viral marketing to buzz-creating events (just think
how Apple manages to have the whole town talking about
every new product without making an obvious marketing
effort!) – can be utilised by companies of every dimension.
The simple reason: in each case it is highly efficient.
“Word of mouth zooms in on the oldest form of marketing
– the ‘advertising’ done by your customers,” he says. “The reason
word of mouth is so effective is that it is highly credible, the message
is customised and is delivered at a better moment and via a more
optimal channel than other forms of marketing.”
Being a naturally-occurring phenomenon is word of mouth’s
biggest advantage but also part of the challenge it poses. Meeting
this challenge – that is, “turning it into an instrument without losing
its natural impact” – is what Sodderland and his team have been
working on since 2005.
“We basically take the base of word of mouth (opinions flowing
from product experiences) and provide very large groups of selected
consumers [known as Buzzers] with a product so they can try it out,”
he explains. To boost the impact of word of mouth even further,
Buzzer developed so-called ‘BuzzTools’ that are integrated into
campaigns. They can be defined as creative instruments to help
people to share buzz with others.
Willem’s advice to those wanting to break through the clutter in
the marketplace is clear: “First, look at the positive things people are
already saying about your product. The key to marketing success is
to blow these up. Align everything to make these buzz-able aspects
of your product more defined [and] visible. Second, make word of
mouth or buzz-ability a focal point in every aspect of your business.
When creating a product, build buzz into it. If people won’t talk about
a feature, seriously consider skipping or redesigning it so that people
will talk about it. See word of mouth as the single greatest, most
valuable source of market research.”
Finally, Willem cites passion as central to this innovator, be it in
business philosophy or tips for creating new businesses: “Stay close
to your own feeling. Dig for something you would personally really like
to see changed rather than trying to find the ‘largest’ opportunity in
the market. This ensures you will be passionate enough to overcome
all the obstacles.” Are you ready to get buzzing?
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A unique word of mouth campaign:
TED invited 50 taxi drivers to a TEDx conference in Buenos Aires
and then let them do what they do best – talk.
With 50 taxis and 20 passengers per day, through word of mouth, the
drivers reached 7,000 listeners in one week (seven times the number of
people in attendance at the conference!)
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BONDI HIPSTERS

brotherly
bond

Christiaan and Connor Van Vuuren
became YouTube heroes with their
sardonic take on Bondi life.
But their creativity spawned from an
unlikely scenario that Christiaan
now credits with saving his life.

BUILDING
the buzz
There’s nothing more valuable than
word of mouth marketing for
a new product, business or event.
Meet Willem Sodderland, the
entrepreneur who has harnessed this
concept, founding Europe’s first word of
mouth marketing agency 13 years ago.

WORDS: CAMILLA D’ARCY

“Last week I was in surry hills and someone

yelled out ‘Dom!’ and I turned around and there’s a girl waving at me
from her car… Next thing I know, she’s crashed right into the car in
front of her!” Christiaan Van Vuuren, one half of the totes amazeballs
Bondi Hipsters, is recounting a celebrity moment. The eco-obsessed,
party animal duo Dom (played by Christiaan) and Adrian (played by
series co-creator Nick Boshier) are as infamous as the beach they hail
from. While the characters are instantly recognisable, it is the journey
of Christiaan, 31, and his younger brother Connor, which fans may not
be as familiar with.
Following a 2009 trip to South America, Christiaan discovered
he’d contracted multi-drug resistant tuberculosis. He was taken into
isolation at a Sydney hospital and quarantined for a total of six and
a half months. Fear, anxiety and depression followed, exacerbated by
the knowledge that his highly infectious illness, if left untreated, was
known to kill one in two.
“It was scary,” Connor recalls. “I thought he was toast! The
medication had a massive effect on the way Christiaan functioned
mentally. He had really heavy levels of anxiety. One of the side effects
was severe depression and suicidal tendencies.” >
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